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Introduction

This chapter introduces you to the Impossible Games GameMaster Handbook.

What are Impossible Games

Impossible Games, presented in this handbook, are fun activities that present 

challenges to the players. These activities are physical metaphors the challenges 

faced in everyday life. 

“When the solutions to difficult tasks are known, they are no longer difficult.” 

The Impossible Games teach the players lessons that include:

• Attitude impacts performance.

• The Impossible Games introduce 6 levels of problem solving:

• Perform the task

• Adapt to the task

• Develop tools for the task

• Alter the task environment

• Ask for help

• Manage the help

• Out-thinking the other team is not cheating.

• Do not add rules that are not part of the game.

What is the GameMaster Handbook

This handbook provides instructions for the GameMaster to conduct the 
Impossible Games. It also provides instructions for additional activities.
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Impossible Games Introduction
How is the GameMaster handbook organized?

Introduction

This chapter describes the basics to understand Impossible Games

Being a GameMaster

This chapter describes the role of the GameMaster, the person who conducts the 

Impossible Games. The role of the GameMaster includes keeping score if wanted, 
and prompting players to look beyond self-imposed limitations. 

The Bad Attitude Game

This chapter demonstrates the things you lose with the wrong attitude.

Impossible Games for Individuals

This chapter provides the games designed for one or more players, who are not in 

competing teams.

Impossible Games for Teams

This chapter provides the games designed for players in competing teams.

Other Games and Activities

This chapter  provides other games and activities that are simply fun and/or 

illustrate lessons to ponder.

Summary of Solutions to the Impossible Games

This chapter provides the list of solutions to the Impossible Games. Solutions are 

the way in which the players might deal with the presented elements and 

restrictions

Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals.

This chapter provides the solutions to the Impossible Games for individuals. 

Solutions are the way in which the players might deal with the presented elements 

and restrictions
-2



Impossible Games Introduction
Solutions to Impossible Games for teams

This chapter provides the solutions to the Impossible Games for teams. Solutions 

are the way in which the players might deal with the presented elements and 

restrictions

Solutions to Other Games and Activities

Solutions for the Wet Impossible Games.

Bad Attitude Cards

Cards for Bad Attitude Game

Can Do

Cards for Bad Attitude Game

Thank You

Cards for Bad Attitude Game

Make me do it!

Cards for the Conspiracy Game

Painful Personalities

Cards for Games of Power
-3



Being a GameMaster

This chapter describes the role of the GameMaster, the person who conducts the 

Impossible Games. The GameMaster starts and stops the game. But most 

importantly the GameMaster determines if the players’ solution to the game is 

valid. The GameMaster determines the physical setup and the structure for 
participation in the games.

By conducting the games, the GameMaster has the opportunity to watch the lights 
come on inside the players’ heads and then to manage the resulting boundary- 

breaking process.

Starting and stopping the game

Timed event

The GameMaster may run the game as a timed event. In that method the 

GameMaster will give each player a fixed amount of time to generate a solution 

and to performing the task. A countdown timer will make this event run smoothly.

Intuitive timing

The GameMaster may give everyone a turn and use an intuitive determination of 

whether or not the player has had enough time to think or is stuck. This method 

will be better when the players vary in age and ability.

Choosing the thinking method for playing a game

The GameMaster may choose individual thinking, voluntary thinking or team 

thinking as the method for players to perform tasks in an Impossible Game. 

Individual thinking

With the individual thinking method, the GameMaster will require each person on 

the team to have a turn to try to perform the task. In this case the player will not 

be allowed to get help from anyone. The GameMaster will have the player go to the 
line to think. 
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Impossible Games Being a GameMaster
• Sometimes being called on to go to the line is important attention for the 
child even if they have no idea of what to do.

Voluntary thinking

With the voluntary thinking method, the GameMaster will choose individuals who 

will raise their hand to have a turn to try to perform the task. They will think of 

a solution, or will run out of time. Then the GameMaster will pick another 

volunteer.

• Reassure those who run out of time that if they had more time they would 
figure it out. For some that means 50 year, while other that means 10 
minutes. 

Team thinking

With the team thinking method, the GameMaster will assign the task to two 

teams. The teams will organize themselves, will choose leaders, and will figure out 
a method for performing the task. When the GameMaster says “Go,” the teams 

perform the task. Depending on the space available, the teams will alternate 

performing in front of the whole group. The GameMaster may divide the room into 

several teams and will rotate through the teams. 

Keeping score

Points for solutions

The GameMaster may choose to keep score, giving one point for original ideas and 

a second point for successfully performing the task. A team will receive one point 

if they devise a valid solution but are unable to complete the task. They will 

receive two points if the team devises a valid solution and are able to complete the 
task. 

No two players or teams will receive credit or points if they perform the task in 
the same way as one of the previous teams or players on a given day! 

Points for time

For more advanced players in a competition, the GameMaster will award a third 

point for the fastest completion of the task. In a competition the GameMaster will 
assign an assistant to record the results.

GameMaster rules

The following are the rules that the GameMaster enforces and follows during the 

Impossible Games. 
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Impossible Games Being a GameMaster
• No player or team may use the same solution as used by another player or 
team. during a single level. The GamMaster may choose to not allow the 
same solution to be used for the entire game

• No member of one team have any physical contact with a players of the 
other teams

• After players discover interference as a solution, add the rule that no 
interference is allowed with the other team. Each team must allow 
adequate space for the other team to do the task. 

• Make judgments based on the meaning of the words as the players 
understands them.

• Do not assume the player knows or remembers the boundaries. Restate the 
task and boundaries often.

•  Pay close attention. When the GameMaster thinks the solution is a 
duplicate, the GameMaster must let the player or team explain how it was 
unique. If the argument is good, the GameMaster will give them credit.

Note:

By not allowing the same solution to be used makes impossible games able to be 

used another day. In the later games, the players love to use the newly acquired 
strategies that they learned by watching others. The next time the players will 

use a new solution and experience the success. 

Guidelines for GameMasters

• Be patient and see where the player is going. Some solutions will be 
creative and unique, and ideas a GameMaster would never have thought it. 
Allow a player to be creative and do things that do not in the moment make 
sense. GameMaster Rule 1.

• Set aside all bias, common conventions of fair play, ideas about cheating, 
and all common understandings about games. The GameMaster will not 
enforce unstated rules. A common error some GameMasters will make is 
to say “You can’t do that!” The GameMaster is forbidden from discussing 
how a task is to be performed.

• Stop players from performing the task ONLY if it will be dangerous, 
destructive, or against school policy. The GameMaster should award a 
point for a valid solution even if it is stopped. Say, That probably will work 
but is too [reason] to do here.

• Do not add rules that are not stated. How to perform the task is the goal. 
Ask yourself did I say anything that eliminates that method.

• Do not translate the words of the task for the players. Let the way the 
player understands the words be the standard. Say, How do you 
understand that to mean?”

• Do not give ideas about how to do the task unless the game has stalled. 
Then give hints (see “Coaching the players” on page -7).
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Impossible Games Being a GameMaster
Coaching the players

“Coaching the players” refers to the prompting that a GameMaster may use to 

encourage a player to look beyond self-imposed limitations. Recommended 

coaching questions include:

• How did you get to the [object]?

• What is another way to go to the bucket?

• What is another way to carry?

• What else will do the same job as your hand, foot, elbow?

• Can you change the physical environment?

• Can you change your position to your advantage?

• Can you move the background?

• If you can not cross the line, who can?

• Can you combine actions of a single player or several players to save time?

• Can you become the solution?

• What do the words that describe the task mean?

• If you substitute action words that mean the same thing can you see a way 
of doing the task?

• Do you see the limitations you bring to the task?

• Can you get someone else to help you do the task?

• Can you get someone else to do the task?

• Can you approach the task without thinking it is “hard, difficult, or 
Impossible?

• How can you move more water in a single trip?
-7



Impossible Games The Bad Attitude Game
The Bad Attitude Game

 Introduction to The Bad Attitude Game

This game is a kick off game because it catches people off guard and then you have 

their attention for the rest of the games.

Materials Used:

One bucket, bad attitude cards, 

some envelopes

Set up

The GameMaster arranges the 
room with 10"x10” carpet squares 

in a circle. The GameMaster 

directs the players to sit on a 

square.

The GameMaster selects a 

helper. The helper hands out one card to each player. The cards say:

The GameMaster places a bucket in the center of the circle of players.

The GameMaster says, “Have you ever had a bad day? Have you ever had a bad 

attitude? Who can tell me what a bad attitude looks like?”

“This is the BAD ATTITUDE game. You see on the card a saying someone might 

say if they are having a bad attitude. Until I say 'the game is over', the only thing 

you may say to anyone is what is on the card.”

The GameMaster asks, “What is your name?” If they answer with their name 

remind them, “You may only say what it on the card.” Then the GameMaster asks, 
“Will you help me for just a minute?” Again If they answer with anything other 

than what is on the card. remind them, “You may only say what it on the card.”

 GameMaster
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Impossible Games The Bad Attitude Game
Then the GameMaster asks “Please bring me an envelope from the bucket.” then 

the GameMaster moves on to the next person, until everyone has had a turn to 

express the bad attitude on the card.

Then the GameMaster says, “This game is over.”

GameMaster will ask the people in the group who got envelopes to open them.

Inside are thank you notes for doing the task and one has a $5.00 bill and one has 

a $10.00,

The GameMaster asks those who did not get an envelope why?

The GameMaster reminds the players that they were only told what you could and 

could not SAY. The GameMaster says, “At no time did I tell you what you could or 

could not DO. Somehow the words on the card kept you from completing the task.”

“By the way, I didn't say you HAD TO say what was on the card. You could have 

said nothing.”

Try Something 

“Until I say 'this game is over', the only thing you are allowed to say is what is on 

the card. You may say what is on the card AND get an envelope? 

“This game has started”

The GameMaster asks all those who did not get an envelope to get one. Then the 

GameMaster says, “This game is over.”

Then GameMaster asks the helper to collect the cards.

The purpose of the game is to demonstrate that attitudes and feelings have 

nothing to do with results. Choosing to perform the task produces results. 

When you become the GameMaster

You may want to create a deck of CAN DO cards. Then you can trade the BAD 

ATTITUDE CARD for a CAN DO card. The player has no reason to use the card 

as an excuse not to perform the task.

You may want to ask who want to give up the bad attitude. Take the BAD 

ATTITUDE card away and give instead a BLANK cards. The player has no reason 
to use the words as an excuse not to perform the task. The point being, sometime 

we just need to “shut up.”

You may want to mix BAD ATTITUDE CARD and CAN DO cards. This illustrates 

how some people hold the idea that their success is a matter of the 

luck-of-the-draw. 

The myth: How you feel has something to do with what you can and cannot do.
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If you have the knowledge and ability, the only stumbling block to DOING is 

CHOOSING not to.
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Impossible Games for Individuals

This chapter explains how to play each of the Impossible Games for Individuals. 

These games are played by one or more people, but not in competing teams.

Put the ball in a bucket

Materials used

One ball and one bucket.

Setup

Circle of people with a bucket in 

the center

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

You must put the ball in the bucket.

Level 2:

You must put the ball in the bucket and you may not touch the ball with your hands.

Level 3:

You must put the ball in the bucket and you may not touch the ball with any part 

of your body.
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 11



Impossible Games Impossible Games for Individuals
Level 4:

You must put the ball in the bucket and you may not touch the ball with anything.

Level 5:

You must put the ball in the bucket and you may not move from where you are 

sitting.

Solutions

See Dealing with “put the [object] in the bucket” on page -51

See Dealing with “pick up the [object]” on page -51

See Dealing with “carry the [object]” on page -52

See Dealing with “put the [object] into the bucket” on page -54

See Dealing with “not touch the [object] with your hands” on page -55

See Dealing with “not touch the [object] with any part of your body” on page -57

See Dealing with “not touch the [object] with anything” on page -58

See Dealing with “may not move from where you are sitting” on page -59
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 12



Impossible Games Impossible Games for Individuals
A ball and a line

A ball and a line circle

Materials used 

One ball, one bucket, and one rope 

line

Setup

Place a rope line on the floor. 

place the bucket 10 to 15 feet in 

front of the ball.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

You must put the ball in the bucket.

Level 2:  

You must put the ball in the bucket and you may not step across the line.

Level 3:

You must put the ball in the bucket and you may not move from where you are 

standing or sitting.

Solutions:

See Dealing with the line on page -56

See Dealing with “may not move from where you are sitting” on page -59
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 13



Impossible Games Impossible Games for Individuals
Three balls and a line
 

Materials used

3 balls, one bucket, and one rope 

line

Setup

Place a rope line on the floor. Set 

the 3 balls 3 feet in front of a 

line. Set the bucket 10 to 15 feet 

in front of the ball.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

You must put the 3 balls in the bucket and you may not touch the balls with your 
hands.

Level 2:

You must put the 3 balls in the bucket and you may not touch the balls with your 

hands. The balls may not touch each other.

Level 3:

You must put the 3 balls in the bucket and you may not touch the balls with your 

hands. The balls may not touch each other. The balls must drop into the bucket at 

the same time.

Level 4:

You must put the 3 balls in the bucket and you may not touch the balls with your 

hands. The balls may not touch each other. The balls must drop into the bucket at 

the same time and you may not move from where you sit or stand.

Solutions

See Dealing with “[objects] may not touch each other” on page -60

See Dealing with “drop into the bucket at the same time” on page -61

See Dealing with “not touch the [object] with your hands” on page -55
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 14
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Two chairs and a coat

Materials used

Two chairs set 15 feet apart, one 

jacket

Setup

Hang the jacket on the back of 

one chair

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Move the jacket to the back of the other chair.

Level 2:

Move the jacket to the back of the other chair and you may not use your hands.

Level 3:

Move the jacket to the back of the other chair and you may not touch the jacket.

Level 4:

Move the jacket to the back of the other chair and you may not remove the jacket 

from the chair it is on.

Solutions

See Dealing with “put the [object] in the bucket” on page -51

See Dealing with “not touch the [object] with your hands” on page -55

See Dealing with “not touch the [object] with any part of your body” on page -57

See Dealing with “not remove the jacket from the chair it is on” on page -62
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 15
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Two chairs

Materials used 

Two chairs 

Setup

Place the chairs 15 feet apart

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

You must sit in one chair. When the GameMaster says GO, you must moves to the 
other chair and sits down.

Level 2:

You must sit in one chair. When the GameMaster says GO, the player moves to the 

other chair and sits down. Your feet may not touch the floor

Level 3:

You must sit in one chair. When the GameMaster says GO, you must moves to the 

other chair and sits down. No part of your body may touch the floor.

Solutions

See Dealing with “moves to the other chair and sits down” on page -63

See Dealing with “your feet may not touch the floor” on page -64

See Dealing with “no part of your body may touch the floor” on page -65
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 16
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Building blocks
 

Materials used 

4 blocks 

Setup

Lay out 4 blocks in a pile.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

You must build a “T” with the blocks provided.

Level 2:

You must build a “T” with the blocks provided, and the “T” must be a person high.

Level 3:

You must build a “T” a person high, and one block must be on the floor. 

Solutions

See Dealing with “be a person high” on page -66

See Dealing with “be a person high and one block must be on the floor” on page -67
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 17
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Bowling ball weight lifting

Materials used

Bowling ball, Chair

Setup

Place the bowling ball and the 

chair in the center of the circle.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

You must hold the ball out in front of you for [x] minutes.

Level 2:

You must hold the ball out in front of you for [x] minutes and you may not use the 
chair.

Solutions

See Dealing with the [heavy object] on page -68
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 18
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The unfair race

Materials used

Hoop and a line

Setup

Place the hoop and line 15 feet 

apart.

Level 1:

Player one must crawl to the hoop. Player two must walk. Player one may ask two 
people from the group to help. The first person to stand in the hoop wins.

Level 2:

Player one must crawl to the hoop. Player two must walk. Player one may ask two 

people from the group to help. The first player to stand in the hoop wins.

Solutions

See Dealing with “the first person in the unfair race” on page -68

See Dealing with “the first player in the unfair race” on page -69
Copyright Paul G. Phillips 1992-2001 19



Impossible Games for Teams

Impossible Games for Teams, also known as Cheater Games, are games in which 

competing teams must perform the same task in a different way. The GameMaster 

is forbidden from any discussion how the task can be completed. If no one can 

figure it out, the GameMaster may offer hints (see “Coaching the players” on page 

-7). If a player asks if they can do the task this way, The GameMaster may only 
repeat the task.
-20



Impossible Games Impossible Games for Teams
Two wheels 

Materials used

2 lines, and 2 wheels from a 

child’s tricycle or 2 balls.

Setup

Place or draw the lines [10] yards 

apart.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

The wheel must go from the first line across the second line and back across the 
first line and all members of your team must touch the wheel in the process.

Level 2:

The wheel must go from the first line across the second line and back across the 

first line and all members of your team must touch the wheel in the process. None 

of your team may move their feet after the GameMaster says GO.

Level 3:

The wheel must go from the first line across the second line and back across the 

first line and all members of your team must touch the wheel in the process. In 

addition, none of your team may move their feet after the GameMaster says GO 

and the wheel may not touch the ground.

Level 4:

You must have [3] member of your team at line A and [3] members at line B. After 
the GameMaster says GO each player from line A must roll the wheel to a player 

from line B. The player from line B must run the wheel and hand it to a player from 

line A. The game is over when all members of the team have either rolled or run 

the wheel.

Level 5:

The wheel must go from the first line across the second line and back across the 

first line and no members of your team must touch your wheel in the process.

Line A

Line B
-21
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Level 6:

Pick a leader. The leader must hold the wheel off the ground. The wheel must go 

from the first line across the second line and back across the first line and all 

members of your team must touch your wheel in the process. In addition, the 
leader may not let go of the wheel.

Level 7:

Pick a leader. The leader must hold the wheel off the ground. The wheel must go 

from the first line across the second line and back across the first line and all 

members of your team must touch your wheel in the process. In addition, the 

leader may not let go of the wheel and the leader may not move. 

Solutions:

“Dealing with “the leader may not let go of the wheel”” on page -75
-22
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Javelin

Materials used

Newspaper, [5] sheets per player, 

tape and a line or throwing point

Setup

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Each team must pick a captain. Each of you must roll up your own javelin [from the 

materials provided]. When the GameMaster says “Line Up” your teams lines up 

behind the staring points. The GameMaster will toss a coin. One captain will call 
for Heads or Tails. The coin toss winning team has permission to rearrange their 

players to better compete with the player line up of the coin toss losing team. The 

coin toss losing team may not change their line up.

When the GameMaster says GO, The first two in line throw your javelins. The 

javelins traveling the farthest distance gives the team one point. When the 

GameMaster says NEXT. The first two player get your javelins for the next round. 
The next two players go to your staring points. 

Level 2:

After each pair have competed, the team having the most points wins. The second 
round can have a new coin toss, or let the coin toss losing team rearrange their 

players to better compete.

Level 3:

The third round is held if the first two end in a tie.

Solutions:

“Dealing with The Javelin” on page -80
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Human hurdles

Materials used

A start line and a blindfold

Setup

The players sit with their legs 

together

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Each team must choose one runner. The other members of your team are the 

hurdles. When the GameMaster say GO, the runner steps over all the hurdles. 
When your runner steps over your last hurdle on your team, the game is over. The 

team that completes the task wins.

Level 2:

Each team must choose one runner. Blindfold the runner. The other members of 

your team are the hurdles. When the GameMaster say GO, the blindfolded runner 

steps over all your hurdles. When your runner steps over your last hurdle on your 

team, the game is over. The team that completes the task wins.

Level 3:

Each team must choose one runner. Blind fold the runner. The other members of 

your team are the hurdles. When the GameMaster say GO, the blindfolded runner 
steps over all your hurdles. When your runner steps over your last hurdle on your 

team, the game is over. None of your hurdles may move. The team that completes 

the task wins.

Solutions:

“Dealing with “the runner steps over all the hurdles”” on page -78
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Tumbling

Materials used

2 garbage bags, 2 cones, 2 start 

lines 

Setup

Place the cones 10 yard from the 

start lines.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Your team has been given a garbage bag. When the GameMaster says GO, your 
team must blow up balloons and fill the garbage bag. Then The first member of 

your team must tumble the bag around the cone to the next player in line. When 

the last player in line goes around the cone and crosses the start line the game is 

over.

Level 2:

Your team has been given a garbage bag. When the GameMaster says GO, your 

team must blow up balloons and fill the garbage bag. Then each member of your 
team must tumble the bag around the cone to the next player in line. The bag must 

be in contact with the ground at all times. When the last player in line tumbles the 

bag around the cone and crosses the start line the game is over

Level 3:

Your team has been given a garbage bag. When the GameMaster says GO, your 

team must stuff the garbage bag with crumpled news paper. Then each member of 

your team must start from the line and tumble the bag around the cone to the next 
player behind the start line. When the last player in line goes around the cone and 

crosses the start line the game is over.
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Level 4:

Your team has been given a garbage bag. When the GameMaster says GO, your 

team must stuff the garbage bag with crumpled news paper. Then each member of 

your team must start from the line and tumble the bag around the cone to the next 
player behind the start line. When the last player in line goes around the cone and 

crosses the start line the game is over. The bag must tumble on the ground. If the 

bag is damaged so as not to be able to tumble, then the team is disqualified. 

Solutions:

“Dealing with “tumble the bag”” on page -79
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One person relay race

Materials used

2 people for a batons, 4 lines

Setup

Select one player to be the baton

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Your team must choose a person to be the baton. Your baton must start at the 
start line and be passed from player to player crossing the away line and back 

across the start line. Each player on your team must pass the baton once. The last 

person on your team must pass the baton to the first person back at the start line. 

Level 2:

Your team must choose a person to be the baton. Your baton must start at the 

start line and be passed from player to player crossing the away line and back 

across the start line. Each player on your team must pass the baton once. The last 
person on your team must pass the baton to the first person back at the start line. 

The baton may not touch the ground.

Solutions:

“Dealing with One person relay race”” on page -80
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Sock put

Materials used

2 stuffed sock, 2 hoops, and 2 

lines.

Setup

Place the hoops 15 feet away 

from the lines.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Each team lines up behind the respective line. When the GameMaster says GO, the 
first player on your team runs to the circle, picks up the sockput and throws it to 

the next player in line. The second person catches or gets the sockput and runs to 

the circle and throws it to the next person in line. Each player must have a turn. 

The last person throw it to the first player who runs the sockput, places it in the 

center of the hoop and runs back across the line. When the player who placed the 
sockput into the hoop crosses the line, the game is over.

Level 2:

Each team lines up behind the respective line. When the GameMaster says GO, the 

first player on your team runs to the circle, picks up the sockput and throws it to 

the next player behind the line. The second player must catch the sockput behind 

the line. Then the player runs to the circle and throws it to the next player who 

must catch the sockput behind the line. Each player must have a turn and must 
catch the sockput behind the line. The last player throw the sockput to the first 

player who runs the sockput, places it in the center of the hoop, and runs back 

across the line. When the player who placed the sockput into the hoop crosses the 

line the game is over.

Solutions:
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The Try-anything relay

Materials used

1 cones and 1 lines. 

Setup

Set the cone 10 yards from the 

line. The teams line up behind the 

line.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Each team lines up behind the start line. Each runner must run from the start line 
around the cone and return. When the last runner goes around the cone and 

crosses the start line the race is over. The first team to cross the start wins.

❥ Runner 1 must hop on one foot

❥ Runner 2 must jump feet together

❥ Runner 3 must walk backwards

❥ Runner 4 must sidestep

❥ Runner 5 must skip

Level 2:

Each team lines up behind the start line. Each runner must run from the start line 

around the cone and return. When the first runner tags the next runner, that 

runner must go around the cone and back. When the last runner goes around the 
cone and crosses the start line the race is over. The first team to have all its 

players go around the cone and crosses the start line wins.

❥ Runner 1 must hop on one foot

❥ Runner 2 must jump feet together

❥ Runner 3 must walk backwards

❥ Runner 4 must sidestep

❥ Runner 5 must skip

Solutions:

“Dealing with The Try-anything relay” on page -81
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Volley balloon

Materials used

1 Rope line, several Balloons, a 

superball or two.

Setup

Set up like volley ball teams.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1: Balloon

The rules are the standard volleyball rules. To win the game, score 15 points. The 
best record of 3 the game tournament wins. Six players are on the court at any 

time. Extra players rotate in to the serving position. The server just needs to get 

the balloon in the air and each side has 5 hits to get it over the line. There is no 

net. If the hits exceed 5 or the balloon hit the floor or pops. The team on the side 

opposite to where the fault occurs gets to rotate or gets a point.

Level 2: Balloon with superball inside

The rules are the standard volleyball rules. To win the game, score 15 points. The 
best record of 3 the game tournament wins. Six players are on the court at any 

time. Extra players rotate in to the serving position. The server just needs to get 

the balloon in the air and each side has 5 hits to get it over the line. There is no 

net. If the hits exceed 5 or the balloon hit the floor or pops. The team on the side 

opposite to where the fault occurs gets to rotate or gets a point.

Solutions:

“Dealing with Volley balloon” on page -82
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Track 

Materials used

3 cones, 1 line, 2 automobile tire, 

2 bicycle tubes, 2 CDs, 2 hula 

hoops. 2 marbles

Setup

Set up a diamond shape with a line 

at home plate, and a cone at first, 

second, and third. 

Instructions to the players:

Level 1: CDs

Line up your team behind the line. The GameMaster will toss a coin. If your team 
wins the coin toss you may rearrange player for a competitive advantage. Each 

player from one team will compete against a player from the other team. This 

competition is called a round. The player rolls the [object] around the track. The 

first [object] to travel from the start line around the cones, and back across the 
start line wins the round. After all the rounds, the team that wins the most rounds 

wins the race. 

Level 2: Bicycle tubes

Line up your team behind the line. The GameMaster will toss a coin. If your team 

wins the coin toss you may rearrange player for a competitive advantage. Each 

player from one team will compete against a player from the other team. This 

competition is called a round. The player rolls the [object] around the track. The 

first [object] to travel from the start line around the cones, and back across the 
start line wins the round. After all the rounds, the team that wins the most rounds 

wins the race.

Level 3: Hula hoops

Line up your team behind the line. The GameMaster will toss a coin. If your team 

wins the coin toss you may rearrange player for a competitive advantage. Each 

player from one team will compete against a player from the other team. This 

competition is called a round. The player rolls the [object] around the track. The 
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first [object] to travel from the start line around the cones, and back across the 

start line wins the round. After all the rounds, the team that wins the most rounds 

wins the race

Level 4: Automobile tire

Line up your team behind the line. The GameMaster will toss a coin. If your team 
wins the coin toss you may rearrange player for a competitive advantage. Each 

player from one team will compete against a player from the other team. This 

competition is called a round. The player rolls the [object] around the track. The 

first [object] to travel from the start line around the cones, and back across the 

start line wins the round. After all the rounds, the team that wins the most rounds 
wins the race

Level 5: Marbles

Line up your team behind the line. The GameMaster will toss a coin. If your team 

wins the coin toss you may rearrange player for a competitive advantage. Each 

player from one team will compete against a player from the other team. This 

competition is called a round. The player rolls the [object] around the track. The 

first [object] to travel from the start line around the cones, and back across the 
start line wins the round. After all the rounds, the team that wins the most rounds 

wins the race

Solutions:

“Dealing with Track” on page -83
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Pentathlon

Materials used

3 cones, 1 line, 2 automobile tire, 

2 bicycle tubes, 2 CDs, 2 hula 

hoops. 2 marbles

Setup

Set up a diamond shape with a line 

at home plate, and a cone at first, 

second, and third. 

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Line up your team behind the line. Each player from your team must roll each of 

the different [object] around the track. Each player must wait until the previous 

player has completed all 6 objects before starting. The first team to have all 
players having rolled all the objects from the start line around the cones, and back 

across the start line wins.

Level 2:

Line up your team behind the line. Each player from your team must roll each of 

the different [object] one at a time around the track. Each player must wait until 

the previous player has completed all 6 objects before starting. The first team to 

have all players having rolled all the objects travel from the start line around the 
cones, and back across the start line wins.

Solutions:

“Dealing with the Pentathlon” on page -84
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Discus

Materials used 

3 cones, 1 line, 2 automobile tire, 

2 bicycle tubes, 2 CDs, 2 hula 

hoops. 

Setup

Set up a diamond shape with a line 

at home plate, and a cone at first, 

second, and third. 

Instructions to the players:

Level 1: Automobile Tire

Line up your team behind the line. Each player from your team rolls the same 

[object] when the GameMaster says GO. This competition is called a round. One 

player from each team rolls the [object] from the start line at the finish. The 

player may not cross the start line until the [object] stops rolling. Then the player 
goes to get it and brings it back to the next person in line. The first [object] to 

travel from the start line across the finish line wins the round. After all the 

rounds for that [object] is complete, the team that wins the most rounds wins the 

level. 

Level 2: Bicycle Tubes

Line up your team behind the line. Each player from your team rolls the same 

[object] when the GameMaster says GO. This competition is called a round. One 
player from each team rolls the [object] from the start line at the finish. The 

player may not cross the start line until the [object] stops rolling. Then the player 

goes to get it and brings it back to the next person in line. The first [object] to 

travel from the start line across the finish line wins the round. After all the 

rounds for that [object] is complete, the team that wins the most rounds wins the 
level.

Level 3:  CDs

Line up your team behind the line. Each player from your team rolls the same 

[object] when the GameMaster says GO. This competition is called a round. One 

player from each team rolls the [object] from the start line at the finish. The 

player may not cross the start line until the [object] stops rolling. Then the player 

goes to get it and brings it back to the next person in line. The first [object] to 
travel from the start line across the finish line wins the round. After all the 

rounds for that [object] is complete, the team that wins the most rounds wins the 

level.
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Level 4: Hula Hoops

Line up your team behind the line. Each player from your team rolls the same 

[object] when the GameMaster says GO. This competition is called a round. One 

player from each team rolls the [object] from the start line at the finish. The 
player may not cross the start line until the [object] stops rolling. Then the player 

goes to get it and brings it back to the next person in line. The first [object] to 

travel from the start line across the finish line wins the round. After all the 

rounds for that [object] is complete, the team that wins the most rounds wins the 
level. 

Note:

The team with them most wins at all levels wins the game.

Solutions:

“Dealing with Discus” on page -85
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Automobile race

Equipment used

Automobile, licensed driver, a 

timer

Setup

Parking lot with lines chalked 

10-12 car lengths apart

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Your team must push the car. The timer will time how long it takes for your team 
to go from the start line across the finish line.

Level 2:

Your team must push the car. The timer will time how long it takes for your team 

to push the car from the start line across the finish line.

Solutions:

“Dealing with Automobile race”” on page -86
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The puzzle game

Materials used

2 pieces of paper, 2 pencils, 2 

puzzles

Setup

Each puzzle has missing pieces

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Put the puzzle together. The first team to complete the picture wins.

Note: One team has half the puzzle. The other team has half.

Level 2:

Put the puzzle together. The first team to complete the picture wins.

Note: Each puzzle has missing pieces.

Solutions:

“Dealing with The puzzle game” on page -87
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The door games

Materials used

2 strings 35 ft. long, 2 cups, 2 pair 

of scissors, 2 newspapers, 2 rolls 

of scotch tape, 2 marbles 

Setup

Draw a line 15 ft. from the railing 

or door knob.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Use the string to make the cup travel from the line to the door. No member of the 
team may be over the line when or after the GameMaster says Go.

Level 2:

Use the string to make the cup travel from the line to the door and back to the 

player. No member of the team may be over the line when or after the 

GameMaster says Go.

Level 3:

Cut a hole in the cup if you want. Use the string to make the cup travel from the 

line to the door. The cup may not touch the floor. No member of the team may be 

over the line when or after the GameMaster says Go

Level 4:

Cut a hole in the cup if you want. Use the string to make the cup travel from the 

line to the door and back to the player. The cup may not touch the floor. No 
member of the team may be over the line when or after the GameMaster says Go

Level 5:

Cut a hole in the cup if you want. Put a marble in the cup. Use the string to make 
the cup travel from the line to the door and back to the player. The marble may 

not come out of the cup during the trip. No member of the team may be over the 

line when or after the GameMaster says Go

Level 6:

Cut a hole in the cup if you want. Put a marble in the cup. Use the string to make 

the cup travel from the line to the door and back to the player. The marble may 
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not come out of the cup during the trip. The cup may not touch the floor. No 

member of the team may be over the line when the GameMaster says “Go”.

Solutions:

“Dealing with the door games” on page -88
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Other Games and Activities

The other games and activities are activities that are fun and/or illustrate lessons 

to ponder. These are the games and other activities are grouped as Wild and wet 

games

The Wet games include:

❥ Wild and wet slide–a fun activity for a hot summer day. The way kids play 
is the way they interact out in the world, in the rest of their lives. This 
activity gives a GameMaster a chance to demonstrate why we need to 
exhibit qualities of character

❥ Shaving cream hair styles–an activity of paying attention to someone.We 
used Jr. High helpers to do the hair of the kids

❥ Human chocolate sundae–physical illustration that it does not matter how 
sweet you make the outside, its what is inside that counts

❥ Leaky cup race–an Impossible Game, but it can only be played in a wet 
environment

The Wild games include:

❥ Do you love your neighbor–an activity that illustrates how we base our 
opinions on physical attributes

❥ Being chosen–an activity that identifies groups based on physical 
characteristics. This game has been used to illustrate the feeling of being 
left out

❥ I never–an activity that has the potential of getting people to own up to 
their bad behaviors

❥ The conspiracy game–an activity that challenges players to get someone to 
do what the player wants them to do. Usually you have to do it first to show 
them, and that is the point
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Wild and wet slide 

Materials used

Large plastic drop cloth, access to running water

Setup

Instructions to the players:

 Each player takes a turn or runs with a friend. When they get to the wet plastic 
drop cloth, they can slide on any part of their bodies. GameMasters must be sure 

the ground is smooth grass. Also keep kids from running onto the plastic from the 

sides and colliding with a slider. When using teens for hosing the plastic, prevent 

them from shooting runners and sliders in the face. This is a great activity to keep 

things cool when the summer gets hot.
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Shaving cream hair styles

Materials used 

1 shaving cream can for each 3-4 

people. Visors to keep the shaving 

cream out of the eyes, 

Setup

Chairs on the grass.

Instructions to the players:

 We used teens to do the hair styles for the kids, then when they had their picture 

taken then we hosed them off. 
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Human chocolate sundae

Materials used

1 number 10 can of chocolate 

sauce, 6 whipped cream cans, 

large bag of mini marshmallows, 

colored sprinkles, 

Setup

Chairs in the grass

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Divide the NO 10 can of chocolate syrup into 4 oz. cups, put the marsh mellows in 
4 oz. cups, and allow the whipped cream to be spritzed so every one gets a turn. 

Decorate the volunteer. Top off with a cherry.

Be sure to be able to hose off the volunteer. 

Level 2: The message:

It doesn’t matter how sweet you are on the outside. It is the quality of the person 
on the inside that counts.
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Leaky cup race

Materials used

Four 5 gal buckets, 10 Cups with 

the bottoms cut out, 10 Cups with 

holes in the sides.

Setup:

 Fill two of the buckets with 

water. Place the empty buckets 5 

yards apart. 

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Give each member of your team a leaky cup. Take all the water from the full 
bucket to the empty bucket. The first team to empty the full bucket wins.

Level 2:

Give each member of your team a leaky cup. Take all the water from the full 
bucket and fill the empty bucket. The first team to fill the empty bucket wins.

Solution:

“Dealing with the leaky cup race” on page -89
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Do you love your neighbor

Materials used

Circle of chairs

Setup

Set the chairs in a circle. There 

must be one fewer chairs than 

people

Instructions to the 
players:

The person without a chair is in 

the middle is “IT.” You pick a 

player and ask, “Do you love your 
neighbor?”

The person who is asked can 
answer three ways

❥ “YES” - Then all the 
people change chairs and 
“IT” takes a chair. 
Whoever is left without a 
chair becomes “IT”

❥ “NO” - Then the two 
people on each side of the 
person answering must 
change chairs and “IT” 
takes a chair. Whoever is 
left without a chair 
becomes “IT

❥ “I LOVE PEOPLE WITH 
[WHITE TENNIS 
SHOES]. Then all the 
people with [white tennis shoes} must change chairs and “IT” takes a chair. 
Whoever is left without a chair becomes “IT

Note: GameMaster take a turn and select everyone and let them find all the things 

they have in common. 

Note: This game may deteriorate when the players want to be the center of 

attention and do not try to get a chair. Then assign “IT.”
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Being chosen

Materials used

Circle of chairs

Setup

Set the chairs in a circle. 

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

The leader selects all the people who [wear white tennis shoes] to come stand with 
the leader. But the leader does not reveal what the criteria was for selecting the 

group

The people selected and the people not selected try to guess what was the thing 

all the people selected have in common.

Note: The person who guesses becomes the leader. Or the GameMaster selects 

the leader so everyone gets a turn. What is most important to young kid is being 

chosen.

Note: GameMaster take a turn and select everyone and let them find all the things 

they have in common.
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I never

Materials used

Chairs or carpet squares

Setup

Form a circle of squares or chairs. 

One person is leader.

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

If you are the leader you announce: “I never [some behavior].” The leaders 

statement does not need to be true. Then everyone in the group who has done that 

behavior must change chairs and the leader takes a chair and who ever is left 

standing is the leader and the game continues. 

Note: before the game, the player must agree to be honest about moving if they 
have done the behavior.

Level 2:

If you are the leader you announce: “I am working on my [bad habits].” 
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The conspiracy game

Materials used

A deck of Make Me cards, a ball, 

a chair, and various objects.

Setup

The two teams stand 10 feet 

apart

Instructions to the players:

Level 1:

Your team selects a Make Me card. Your team must get someone on the other team 

to do the task on the card. No one on the team may speak to the members of the 

other team. A round lasts only one minute and there is no physical contact between 
teams. The team making the other team do the task wins.

Level 2:  

Your team selects a Make Me card. Your team must get someone on the other team 
to do the task on the card. Your team may speak to the members of the other 

team. A round lasts only one minute and there is no physical contact between 

teams. The team making the other team do the task wins.

Level 3:  

Your team selects a Make Me card. Your team must get someone on the other team 

to do the task on the card. No one on the team may speak to the members of the 

other team. A round lasts only one minute and there is no physical contact between 
teams. The teams win when both teams do the task.

Level 4:  

Your team selects a Make Me card. Your team must get someone on the other team 
to do the task on the card. Your team may speak to the members of the other 

team. A round lasts only one minute and there is no physical contact between 

teams. The teams win when both teams do the task.

Solutions:

“Solutions to Other Games and Activities” on page -89
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Summary of Solutions to the

Impossible Games

The term “solution” refers to the methods players have used to complete the 

tasks during the Impossible Games. Solutions are the way in which the players 

might deal with the presented elements and restrictions. The following are 

examples of the solutions that the GameMaster observed. 

Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals deal with the 
following: 

• Dealing with “put the [object] in the bucket” on page -51

• Dealing with “pick up the [object]” on page -51

• Dealing with “carry the [object]” on page -52

• Dealing with “put the [object] into the bucket” on page -54

• Dealing with “not touch the [object] with your hands” on page -55

• Dealing with the line on page -56

• Dealing with “not touch the [object] with any part of your body” on page 
-57

• Dealing with “not touch the [object] with anything” on page -58

• Dealing with “may not move from where you are sitting” on page -59

• Dealing with “[objects] may not touch each other” on page -60

• Dealing with “drop into the bucket at the same time” on page -61

• Dealing with “not remove the jacket from the chair it is on” on page -62

• Dealing with “moves to the other chair and sits down” on page -63

• Dealing with “your feet may not touch the floor” on page -64

• Dealing with “no part of your body may touch the floor” on page -65

• Dealing with “be a person high” on page -66

• Dealing with “be a person high and one block must be on the floor” on page 
-67

• Dealing with the [heavy object] on page -68

• Dealing with “the first person in the unfair race” on page -68
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• Dealing with “the first player in the unfair race” on page -69

Solutions to Impossible Games for teams deal with the following: 

• Dealing with “touch the wheel in the process” on page -70

• Dealing with “may not touch the ground” on page -72

• Dealing with “from line [X]” on page -73

• Dealing with “no members of your team may touch” on page -74

• Dealing with “the leader may not let go of the wheel” on page -75

• Dealing with “may not let go of the wheel and the leader may not move” on 
page -76

• Dealing with “permission to rearrange their players to better compete” on 
page -77

• Dealing with “the runner steps over all the hurdles” on page -78

• Dealing with “tumble the bag” on page -79

• Dealing with One person relay race” on page -80

• Dealing with The Try-anything relay on page -81

• Dealing with Volley balloon on page -82

• Dealing with Track on page -83

• Dealing with the Pentathlon on page -84

• Dealing with Discus on page -85

• Dealing with Automobile race” on page -86

• Dealing with The puzzle game on page -87

• Dealing with the door games on page -88

• Solutions to Other Games and Activities on page -89

• Dealing with the leaky cup race on page -89

•
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Solutions to Impossible Games for

individuals

Dealing with “put the [object] in the bucket”

In the simple game of putting the [object] in the bucket, the purpose of the game 
is to have the players pay close attention to the way the other players do the 

following:

• pick up the [object] 

• carry the [object]

• travel to the bucket

• put the [object] into the bucket

Dealing with “pick up the [object]”

Valid way to pick up an [object] that are unique include:

• right hand, 

• left hand, 

• two hands, 

• between particular fingers,
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “carry the [object]”

Valid way to carry the [object] 

that are unique include:

• right hand, 

• left hand, 

• two hands, 

• between particular 
fingers,

• up in the air, 

• tossing it in the air, 

• arms outstretched
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “travel to the bucket
j

Valid way to traveling to the 

bucket that are different 

include:

• walk,

•  run, 

• skip,

• hop, 

• dance, 

• crawl,

• crabwalk

• roll
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “put the [object] into the bucket”

Valid way to put the [object] in 

the bucket that are different 

include:

• Toss in the [object] in the 
bucket

• Drop the [object] in the 
bucket

• Throw in the [object] in 
the bucket

• Place the [object] in the 
bucket
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “not touch the [object] with your hands”

Valid way to hold the [object] 

without hands that are different 

include:

• wrists 

• elbows 

• arms

• feet 

• knees 

• teeth

•

Note:

With the combinations of ways to hold the [object], walk to the bucket, and 
deposit the [object] into the bucket. A valid solutions consist of any of the many 

combinations.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with the line

Valid way not to cross the line 

that are different include:

• Walk around the line

• Move the line aside

• Roll up the line

• Travel with the line

• Go under the line

• Carry the line

Note:

Solutions to the task include all the combinations of ways of Dealing with the line 
on page -56, Dealing with “pick up the [object]” on page -51, Dealing with “carry 

the [object]” on page -52, Dealing with “travel to the bucket on page -53, Dealing 

with “put the [object] into the bucket” on page -54. In fact the harder the game 

the more valid solutions. The GameMaster may need to say that we are looking for 

more ways to overcome the limitation of the line. Otherwise we are going to review 
all the previous solutions without discovering new ones.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “not touch the [object] with any part of your body”

Valid ways not touch the [object] 

with any part of your body 

include:

• two pencils 

• another bucket

• shoes 

• clothing 

• two books 

• one book 

• gloves 

• hats
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “not touch the [object] with anything”

Valid ways not touch the [object] 

with anything include:

• taking the bucket to the 
[object] and turning it 
upside down on the 
[object]. 
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “may not move from where you are sitting”

Valid ways not to move from 

where you are sitting include:

• Ask your neighbor to do 
the task

• Ask your neighbor to 
bring you the [objects]

• Ask your neighbor to do 
the task a different way

Note:

The only valid way to get the [object] in the bucket with out leaving your seat or 

carpet square is to ask for help. The purpose of this to expand thinking to include 
others, our neighbors, because we are part of a community. Once the player 

figures out that the neighbor can move but the player cannot, then all the 

combinations of Dealing with “pick up the [object]” on page -51, Dealing with “carry 

the [object]” on page -52, Dealing with “travel to the bucket on page -53, Dealing 
with “not touch the [object] with your hands” on page -55, and Dealing with “put 

the [object] into the bucket” on page -54 are valid solutions when done by the 

players neighbor.

Adding the limitation of the helper may not cross a line adds Dealing with the line 

on page -56 to the variations.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “[objects] may not touch each other”

Valid ways [objects] may not 

touch each other include:

• use 2 hands and one no 
hands method

• get one person to help you

• get 2 people to help you
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “drop into the bucket at the same time”

Valid ways to drop into the bucket 

at the same time include:

• letting go at the same 
time

• coordinating with your 
helper “1... 2... 3...”

• coordinating with your 
helpers, “ready... set... 
go...”
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “not remove the jacket from the chair it is on”

Valid solution to moving the 

jacket without removing the 

jacket from the chair it is on 
include:

• stacking the jacket chair 
on the empty chair

• moving the empty chair to 
the jacket chair and then 
stacking

• moving the jacket chair 
next to the empty chair 
and spread the jacket to 
cover both backs

• moving the empty chair to 
the jacket chair and 
spread the jacket to 
cover both backs

• Laying the empty chair across the jacket chair and spreading the jacket 
to cover both backs

• placing the chairs back to back and spreading the jacket to cover both 
backs

• doing all the above with out using hands

Note:

If none of the players used their hands you can present the game again saying This 

time you may not use your hands. They will have already used up all the solutions 

without hands. the GameMaster may ask if the players want to continue at the 

previous level.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “moves to the other chair and sits down”

Valid solution to move from one 

chair to the other chair includes 

• walk,

• run, 

• hop, 

• dance, 

• crabwalk

• crawl,

• roll

• skip,
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “your feet may not touch the floor”
 

Valid solution for your feet may 

not touch the floor include:

• Falling out of the chair

• Walking on knees

• Dragging ones body 
across the floor

• Rolling across the floor
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “no part of your body may touch the floor” 

Valid solution to move from one 

chair to the other chair includes

• move the chair before you 
sit down and walk

• move the chair before you 
sit down and scoot

• Get help to carry the 
chair

• Get help to carry you

• The most creative 
solution was the human 
bridge

• Carry the chair and 
stacking the chair

Valid arrangements of the chairs 
that constitute different 

solutions include:

• move the chairs back to 
back

• move the chairs side to 
side

• move the chairs front to 
front 

• move the chairs side by 
side one facing front and 
one back.

Valid variations to the way the 

person is carried include:

• cross arm carry

• hold the hands and feet

• piggy back

Valid variations to carrying the chair include:

• upright with four people

• upright with three people

• upright with two people

• laying back with four people

• laying back with two people
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “be a person high”

Valid solutions when a player 

makes the “T” out of blocks to be 

a person high include:

• Pieces held in place by the 
player

• Standing up on its own 
next to a person lying 
down

• Pieces held in place by the 
player to be as high as a 
seated person

Valid solutions include:

•  different designs

Valid solutions for holding the “T” 

a person high include:

• holding with one hand

• holding with two hands

• getting a neighbor to help hold

The valid solution when the “T” must have a block on the floor and be a person high 

means the player must be the “T”. 
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with “be a person high and one block must be on the floor”

Valid solutions when a player 

makes the “T” out of blocks to be 

a person high and one block on the 
floor include:

• stand on a block with 
blocks on hands and head

• stand on a block with 
blocks on hands and neck

• stand on a block with no 
blocks on hands and neck

• stand on a block with no 
blocks on hands and head
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
Dealing with the [heavy object]

Methods for holding the [heavy 

object] in front of you does not 

require holding in the air. Valid 
solutions to dealing with the 

[heavy object] include:

• Lying down with arms 
straight

• Ball on a chair with arms 
straight

• Bent over with arms 
straight

• Ball on you foot with arms 
straight

• Lying on back ball above 
you

• Have your neighbor hold 
the ball off the ground 
and you hold the ball with 
arms straight

Note:

The trick to the game is to figure out that the task does not require strength but 

thought

Dealing with “the first person in the unfair race”

Valid solution to level one is to be 

aware that the distinction was 

made between the players and 

the persons who are helping. 

In the description of who can win 

all the persons in the game can 
win, helpers included.

A second interpretation of the 
instructions would be that only 

the helpers can win because the 
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for individuals
term person was used for the helpers and player was used for the walker and 

crawler.

Dealing with “the first player in the unfair race”

Valid solutions to dealing with 
unfair include:

• seeking help to block the 
hoop

• seeking help to bring the 
hoop to the crawler

• seeking help to block and 
bring the hoop to the 
crawler

Note:

This is the start of a new family of games called Stopper Games which is just 

beginning to be developed
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Solutions to Impossible Games for

teams

Dealing with “touch the wheel in the process”

Valid solutions to dealing with 

touch the wheel in the process 

include:

• Each player has a turn 
rolling, carrying, or 
throwing

• Some players just touch 
the wheel while other 
throw

The wheel games were the first 
Impossible games. They starter 

with a simple challenge requiring 

teamwork. used two bigwheel 

tires. The first task was to get 

the wheel from one line to the 
other line and everyone had to 

participate. the GameMaster said 

that every member of the team 

had to touch the wheel in the process. 

Team one set up line a relay race. Team 2 had one player at one line and the other 

3 at the other line. When the GameMaster said GO, Team 1 began running, Team 
2 had the 3 player at the one line touch the wheel. Then they threw it to the player 

at the other line and he threw it back. End of Game Team 2 won.

The GameMaster added the restriction that during the wheel traveling the 

players could not move their feet. Both teams lined up like the relay race. Team 1 

tossed it up the line and back down the line. Team 2 rolled it and each player added 

their push to the speed. The last player threw the wheel to the starting line. 
Nothing said someone had to be holding it. Team 2 won.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Then the GameMaster added the restriction of no hands, then no part of the body. 

This became an agility test as the player transferred the wheel with out hand.

Choosing a leader and then the team had to get the wheel across the line and the 

leader could not let go of the wheel. Team 1 had everyone hold the wheel while 
they all ran to the line and back. Team 2 Everyone one the team touched the wheel 

and let the leader run down and back. What the GameMaster found to be 

interesting in this situation was the distinction made about teamwork. For one 

group it meant that everyone had to do the same amount of the work. The other 

saw it to mean any one member could do more or different amounts of the work.

By this time the GameMaster had the rest of the people putting teams together 
and Team 3 wanted a turn. They picked the lightest girl to be the leader and 

carried her to the line and back. 

The GameMaster had placed a restriction that every solution had to be different 

from any one that had been done before. The GameMaster had one team drag the 

leader in the sand from one line to the other. 

Note:

These are the games that started the idea for Impossible Games to developed.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “may not touch the ground”

Valid methods for an object to 

not touch the ground includes:

• Throwing the object 
overhand

• Carrying the object

• Throwing the object 
underhand

• Dragging the object on 
different things, shirt, 
shoes, towel 

• Throwing the object 
overhand

• Crabwalk with the object 
on your lap

• Crawling with the object 
on your back

• Carrying the object on 
different things, shirt, 
shoes, towel 
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “from line [X]”

Valid solutions to dealing with 

from line A include:

• Move the line of people 
closer to the cone

• Move an individual to the 
cone. The member is from 
the line.

• Level 2 standard relay 
race rules

Line A

Line A
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “no members of your team may touch”

Valid solutions to dealing with no 

members of your team may touch 

include:

• May mean no hands
See Dealing with “not 
touch the [object] with 
your hands” on page -55

• May mean no part of body
See Dealing with “not 
touch the [object] with 
any part of your body” on 
page -57

• May mean not anything, 
then move the lines to the 
object.

Notes:

The GameMaster must use the teams definition of may not touch.

Line BLine A

Line A
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “the leader may not let go of the wheel”

Valid solutions to dealing with the 

leader may not let go of the wheel 

include:

• All team moves with the 
Leader holding on to the 
object to the line and 
back

• The team touches the 
object. Then the Leader 
run the object to the line 
and back

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “may not let go of the wheel and the leader may not move”

Valid solutions to dealing with the 

leader may not let go of the wheel 

and may not move include:

• Move the lines to the 
object.

Notes:

Line B

Line A

Leader
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “permission to rearrange their players to better compete”

Valid solutions to dealing with 

rearrange their players include:

• Your weakest with their 
strongest.

•  Even competition 

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “the runner steps over all the hurdles”

Valid solutions to dealing with the 

runner steps over all the hurdles 

include:

• Sit on laps

• Intertwine legs

•  Sit on laps

Valid solutions to dealing with the 

blindfolded runner steps over 

include:

• After the first hurdle is 
stepped over have that 
hurdle lead the 
blindfolded runner 

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with “tumble the bag”

Valid solutions to dealing with 

tumble the bag include:

•  In the air

•  On the ground

•  With a person

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with One person relay race”

Valid solutions to dealing with 

around the cone include:

• Level 1 the baton can run

• Level 2 the baton can be 
carried

Dealing with The Javelin

Valid solutions to dealing with The 

Javelin include:

• The definition of a 
Javelin is not defended. 
How you roll your 
materials has lots of 
possibilities
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with The Try-anything relay

Valid solutions to dealing with The 

Try-anything relay include:

• Level 1 the runners do not 
need to perform in 
sequence

• Level 2 the runners need 
to perform in sequence

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with Volley balloon

Valid solutions to dealing with 

Volley balloon include:

•  Level 1 just for fun 

•  Level 2 the super ball 
makes it harder.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Notes

Dealing with Track

Valid solutions to dealing with 
Track include:

•  pairs the same 

•  pairs different

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with the Pentathlon

Valid solutions to dealing with the 

Pentathlon include:

• Level 1 does not require 
sequential action

• Level 2 does require 
sequential action

 

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with Discus

Valid solutions to dealing with 

Discus include:

•  Level 1 does not require 
sequential action

•  Level 2 does require 
sequential action 

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with Automobile race”

Valid solutions to dealing with 

Automobile race include:

• Level 1 the car does not 
have to move 

• Level 2 the car does have 
to move

Notes:
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with The puzzle game 

Valid solutions to dealing with 

incomplete puzzle include:

• Redefine as one team and 
cooperate using all the 
pieces in one puzzle and 
everyone wins

•  With the paper provided 
draw the rest of the 
picture

 Notes:

The distinction that must be made is the difference between the puzzle made of 

pieces and the picture made of lines and color. The picture is not the piece. The 
piece has a picture.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Impossible Games for teams
Dealing with the door games

Valid solution that deal with the 

door games include:

• a gravity system

• a separating strings 
system

• a pulley system

 The most creative variation to 

this game occurred with grades 
2-6. the GameMaster set up in 

the fellowship hall and there were 

two doors into the hall. the 

GameMaster chose to do 

competing teams. One of the boys 
went out the side door. He went 

into the hall. He open the door 

and they created a tug-of-war 

type system. They tied the string 
to the cup and the boy in the hall 

pulled the cup to the door. The 

argument was the GameMaster 

said they were not on the side of 

the room beyond the rope line. 
They said they were not in the 

room that had the restriction. 

When the cup was not allowed to 

touch the floor. They tied the string to a chair and used the tug system to pull the 
chair. By this time each team had a player in the hall and the game was 

re-engineered by the players. Given their understanding of the words “this side of 

the room”, the exception of the hall was a valid interpretation.

Another time when a helium tank was present the player inflated helium balloons 

to hold the cup off the floor. They then had to get the balloon to go to the door 

and back.
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Solutions to Other Games and

Activities

Dealing with the leaky cup race

Valid solution to the leaky cup 

race include:

• Level 1 dump the bucket in 
the direction of the 
empty bucket

• Level 2 dump the bucket 
into the empty bucket

The trick to the leaky cup race is 

seeing that the task is about 

moving water not about playing 

with cups. Once they figure out 
how to take the bucket and pour 

the water into the other bucket, 

valid solution become the many 

ways to carry the bucket

• One person

• Two people

• Right hands

• Left hands

• On a shoulder

• Drag it as long as it 
doesn’t destroy the 
bucket or the grass.
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Impossible Games Solutions to Other Games and Activities
Dealing with the conspiracy game

Valid ways to get some one to do 

something is to do it first.

Note:

The Make Me activity is designed to show that a player can not usually make a 

person do something. They have to choose to do it. If you want someone to do 

something the best way is to do it first. The players who are successful at this 

model the behavior. 

The variations that change the motivation to cooperate is changing the winning 

criteria. Prizes awarded when both succeed.

Discussion:

Is it better to for you both to lose than have your opponent win and you lose?
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Bad Attitude Cards

The cards in this section are for use in the The Bad Attitude Game, 



Bad Attitude Cards
Bad Attitude Cards I don't want to!

Are you kidding! I have better things to do!

Buzz off I need help! 

Don't ask me! I won't do it! 

Don't bother me! I won't do that! 



Bad Attitude Cards
Don't bug me! I won't!

Don't interrupt me. I'm thinking!

I would rather be fishing! Get a life! 

I'm hungry! Give me a break! 

I'm new here! I am having a bad day!



Bad Attitude Cards
I'm not good at that! I can't do it.

I'm not listening! I can't!

I'm scared! I choose not to do that.

I'm sick! I don’t do that!

I'm talking to my friend! I don't feel well! 



Bad Attitude Cards
I'm thirsty! I don't have to! 

Leave me alone! I don't like games! 

Let someone else do it! I don't like to help! 

Maybe Later I don't like to! 

I don't like work! Nobody likes me! 



Bad Attitude Cards
I don't like you! Not me!

I don't feel well! That’s too much work!

I don't know how! What's up with that!

I don't play games. Are you kidding!

I don't want to be here! You want WHAT?



Can Do

The cards in this section are:

• Can Do cards

Cut them out for playing The Bad Attitude Game.



Can Do Cards
It's a piece of cake! Do you want me?

Give me a turn! Here I go!

I can do it! I can do that!

I want to! I will do it.

I’ll do that! I’ll show you I can!



Can Do Cards
It’s my turn! Let me!

Let me do it! No problem!

No sweat! Pick me!

Right-on! That’s easy!

Watch me! Whatever you say.



Thank You

The cards in this section are:

• Thank You cards

Cut them out for playing The Bad Attitude Game.



Thank you for performing the task.

Your GameMaster

Thank you for performing the task.

Your GameMaster

Thank you for performing the task.

Your GameMaster



Make me do it!

The cards in this section are:

• Make me do it! cards

Cut them out for playing The Conspiracy Game.



Make Me Do It Cards
Take off
a shoe Fold their arm

Walk out the
door

Sit down on
the floor

Throw you
a ball

Shake their head
“yes”

Pick up
an object

Shake their head
“no”

Hop on
one foot

Sit down on
a chair



Painful Personalities

The cards in this section are:

• Painful Personalities cards

Cut them out for playing The Games of Power Presentation



Painful Personality Cards
Annoying Andrea Vivacious Vivian

Aggressive Annie Happy Henry

Playful Penny Manipulative Michelle

Bad Bob Ordinary Olivia

Tough Ted Willing William



Painful Personality Cards
Stubborn Stuart Mean Michael

Rough Ralph Kind Kevin

Jealous Jenny Silly Susan

Neat Ned Wonderful Wanda

Worried Warren Caring Calvin



Painful Personality Cards
Corrupt Cory Cool Katie

Mad Marvin Magnificent Melissa

Beautiful Betty Zany Zach

Devious David Frank Frank

Generous George Irritating Ivan 



Painful Personality Cards
Sad Sylvia Tearful Terry

Dull Don Grumpy Gary

Touchy Tanya Elegant Edward

Just Justin Dubious Daniel

Enlightened Elaine Fearful Fred
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